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	2017 May Microsoft Official New Released MB2-715 Dumps in Lead2pass.com! 100% Free Download! 100% Pass Guaranteed! 

Are you worrying about the MB2-715 exam? Lead2pass provides the latest MB2-715 braindumps and guarantees you passing

MB2-715 exam beyond any doubt. Following questions and answers are all new published by Microsoft Official Exam Center: 

http://www.lead2pass.com/mb2-715.html  QUESTION 1You are a system administrator responsible for maintaining Microsoft

Dynamics 365 at your company. Management wants a new application built that allows them to manage requests for vendors. You

need to use the app designer to build the new application on Microsoft Dynamics 365. What are three items that can be configured in

the app designer? Each correct answer presents a complete solution. A.    a site map for the new appB.    a business rule for the new

appC.    a role to be used by the new appD.    a dashboard for the new appE.    a workflow for the new appAnswer: AE QUESTION

2You are a system administrator for a Microsoft Dynamics 365 and Microsoft SharePoint online environment.You need to prevent a

user from accessing Microsoft SharePoint while in Microsoft Dynamics 365.What should you do? A.    Change the security settings

for SharePoint Site on the users security role.B.    Change the security settings for Document Generation on the user's security

role.C.    Change the security settings for Enable or Disable User on the user's security role.D.    Change the security settings for

Document Template on the user's security role. Answer: C QUESTION 3In which scenario is the Import Data Wizard method

recommended for Microsoft Dynamics 365? A.    a large company with data on-premises that currently uses Microsoft Dynamics

AX and has it staged in Microsoft AzureB.    a small company that currently uses Microsoft Dynamics 365, Business edition and

wants to migrate to Enterprise editionC.    a large company with Customer Relationship Management (CRM) application data that is

stored on the same data center as Microsoft Dynamics 365D.    a small company with data on-premises that has never used a

Customer Relationship Management (CRM) application Answer: D QUESTION 4You are the technology director for a large

company that plans to implement Microsoft Dynamics 365. You are researching the type of licensing that is required for Microsoft

Dynamics 365. Which Microsoft Dynamics 365 App is only available with Microsoft Dynamics 365 Plan 2? A.    Customer

ServiceB.    OperationsC.    SalesD.    Field Service Answer: B QUESTION 5You need to deploy a new instance, which will be used

to conduct training for users for an indefinite period. You need to be able to deploy full copies of the production environment into

this new.What should you do? A.    Create a production instance in a new tenantB.    Create a trial in a new tenantC.    Create a

production instance in the same tenant.D.    Create a sandbox instance in the same tenant. Answer: D QUESTION 6You are a system

administrator for an organization with a Microsoft Dynamics 365 deployment (hosted in a European data center) and Active

Directory Federated Services on-premises. Your organization acquires a new company in the US that is using Microsoft Dynamics

365 Online in its own tenant.The US company can continue to use their Microsoft Dynamics 365 Online instance as is. All users

need to be on the European Active Directory, but they need to use an instance close to them.What should you do? A.    Migrate the

US instance to the European tenant, and set the instance the US region.B.    Keep the US tenant and federate Active Directory with

both the US and European teanants.C.    Keep the US tenant, and federate Active Directory with only the European tenant.D.   

Migrate the US instance to the European tenant, and set the instance to the European region. Answer: A QUESTION 7You are a

system administrator.Microsoft schedules an update for your instance of Microsoft Dynamics 365. Which two scenarios will occur?

Each correct answer presents a complete solution. A.    If you have not approved the update before the scheduled date, the instance

will become inactive until approved or rescheduled.B.    If you have approved the update, the instance will update on the scheduled

date.C.    The instance will update on the scheduled date, regardless of approval.D.    If you have not approved the update, the

instance will not update on the scheduled date. Answer: B QUESTION 8You are an administrator for an organization that uses

Microsoft Dynamics 365 and Microsoft Dynamics 365 for Outlook. Your users have varying requirements for which data they need

to take offline. You need to ensure that your users have access to the correct data offline.What should you do? A.    Instruct users on

how to configure the offline filter.B.    Instruct users on how to configure the synchronization filters.C.    Create one set of offline

filters and distribute those.D.    Instruct users on how to configure the synchronized fields. Answer: D QUESTION 9You are in the

initial planning phase of a Microsoft Dynamics 365 implementation. The customer wants to use the Microsoft Dynamics 365 App

for Outlook.The customer is about to make a decision on whether Microsoft Exchange and Microsoft Dynamics 365 should be

on-premises, online, or a hybrid.You need to advise the customer on how their decision affects their ability to use the Microsoft

Dynamics 365 App for Outlook,What should you tell them? A.    The Microsoft Dynamics 365 App for Outlook is online only, so

both Microsoft Exchange and Microsoft Dynamics 365 must be online.B.    The Microsoft Dynamics 365 App for Outlook requires

Microsoft Exchange to be online, but Microsoft Dynamics 365 can be on-premises.C.    The Microsoft Dynamics 365 App for

Outlook requires Microsoft Dynamics 365 to be online, but Microsoft Exchange can be on-premises.D.    The Microsoft Dynamics

365 App for Outlook supports both online-to-online, on-premises to on-premises, and hybrid environments. Answer: A QUESTION
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10You are a deployment manager for Microsoft Dynamics 365. Your company decides to implement Microsoft OneNote, and you

need to integrate it to Microsoft Dynamics 365.Which two steps should you take to perform this integration? Each correct answer

presents part of the solution. A.    Turn on Microsoft OneNote integration.B.    Turn on Microsoft OneDrive for Business

integration.C.    Turn on Microsoft Office 365 Groups integration.D.    Turn on server-based Microsoft SharePoint integration.

Answer: B Lead2pass offers the latest MB2-715 PDF and VCE dumps with new version VCE player for free download, and the new

MB2-715 dump ensures your exam 100% pass. MB2-715 new questions on Google Drive: 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=0B3Syig5i8gpDNnFIX0ZqNy1HUXc  2017 Microsoft MB2-715 exam dumps (All 55 Q&As)

from Lead2pass:  http://www.lead2pass.com/mb2-715.html [100% Exam Pass Guaranteed]
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